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Bored with job, Libby says it's time for new blood
When an administrator gets bored and sluts
spending more time in his office than he does with
students, it's time for "new blood," retiring
President Winthrop C. Libby said Tuesday.
Libby, who announced Dec. 20 that he will retire
June 30, said that this is a good time to leave
because student demonstrations have stopped and
"the most critical period in the university's history"
has ended.
The presidency has become more ota paper-work
job than a job which requires personal contact with
students, he said.
Despite the fact that he calls the demonstration
days of 1970 a nerve-wracking period for himself,
he said he enjoyed the contact with students then.
Yet he is happy that he was able to help bring the
campus back on a course where students are
concerning themselves with textbooks instead of
demonstrations.
He differentiates between activism and
demonstrating, calling demonstrations something
for which the legislature could have taken "punitive
measures" and activism "a healthy thing" that
makes members of the community think and allows
more personal contact.
Libby, who is 61, said UMO maintained its
"uniqueness" within the Super-U system during his
term, and that despite student activism of three
years ago, the university had maintained its
-character and integrity" within the state.
"It was fun," is how Libby summed his five-years
as president. "The best part of the job is being able
to talk personally with the students."
Recalling the student strike in May, 1970, when
300 students marched to his home demanding
school be closese for the rest of the semester, Libby
said that "at times there wa., ,ome name-calling and
people lost their tempers. But despite
disagreements," he said, "people could still sit and
talk things out.
"I don't feel it is necessary for a student to simply
be a number," said Libby. "One of the better
characteristics of this institution is that students are
treated as individuals, and I'd like to see it remain
that way."
Libby said he has no immediate plans for the
future. But he said he will not take a job associated
with the University of Maine.
He has spent the past 39 years at the university as
a student, teacher and administrator. He graduated
from the College of Agriculture in 1932 with a B.S.
in agronomy. He acquired an M.S. degree in
agricultural economics from UMO and was named
assistant professor of agronomy in 1934. Nine years
later, Libby was named professor and chairman of
the department.
In 1950, Libby became associate dean of the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture, and dean
in 1957. He became director of the Extension
Service in 1963.
Libby was promoted in January, 1968 to vice
president for public services, then became acting
president in July. He also was named
co-administrator for the newly merged Super-U in
1968 and 1969 until Donald R. McNeil assumed the
position of chancellor. He was named president in
April, 1969.
Libby said that people were surprised with the
news he is retiring, but quickly added, "It's better
that people question my leaving so soon than to
question my staying so long."
A&S Dean Nolde resigns to teach
by Jan Hill
"The days of the 20-to-30-year deans are 
over,"
declared Dr. John J. Nolde as he discussed 
his
resignation as dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Nolde said he had been thinking about 
resigning
for about six months and notified President 
Libby
before the Christmas vacation. His resignatio
n has
been accepted.
"When I took this job (in 19651, I promised
myself I'd stay in it six to eight years, and I've
 been
here seven years," he said.
Nolde, who taught Chinese history for 15 year
s at
I. MI before becom • dean, wants to get back 
into
Arts and Sciences Dean ,
John J. Nolde
the classroom. "I want to do some writing and some
research," he said, "and I don't want to get too out
of date in teaching."
"It's been a long seven years, probably the 
most
difficult the University of Maine has ever seen."
During his term the Project in Learning program
was initiated, bringing special seminars and
independent studies into the liberal-arts program.
Nolde says he has "been working hardest at
upgrading the quality of the Arts and Sciences
faculty. It's been the biggest achievement, an
d the
quality has gone up remarkably," he said.
His complaints about the job are that it has kept
him from teaching more than one seminar each 
fall
and that the job is "frustrating."
"You never had a chance to get into anything 
very
deeply," he said.
He has requested a sabbatical for next year, then
wants to continue teaching history. He wants to
visit China, using Hong Kong as a base, alth
ouW•
funds may not be available.
"I think there's going to be a great interest in
China in the next couple of years, especially now
that China's opening up. Asia's going to affect our
foreign policy very deeply for the next 15 to 20
years."
Nolde's successor will be chosen by the Standing
Appointments Committee, made up of five
members of the UMO faculty, recommended by t
he
Council of Colleges and appointed by the president,
and two ad-hoc members, appointed by 
the
president from the A &z S faculty.
Two of the regular committee members are also
from the College of Arts and Sciences.
The committee will recruit and accept
nominations. The seven members will then screen
the applications, interview those who qualify, and
review their academic records and letters of support.
The committee then will recommend its choice to
the president, who will recommend the candidate to
the chancellor and Board of Trustees.
The two ad-hoc members of the committee are
expected to be appointed by President Libby within
the next two weeks, and Clark expects 
the
committee to start work by the end of the month.
"I would hope we can make a decision by July 1
or Sept.," Clark said.
In the past, the procedure has taken from six
months to two ycots. In the case of an extended
delay, the president will appoint an acting dean
until a permanent dean is chosen.
UMO President Winthrop'C. Libby
A nation-wide search will begin next semester
for President Libby's replacement.
4 meeting at toe Chartc,Ilor's office in
Portland Wednesriay set the framework for a
17.inernber search cormnittct ,:tinincist-O
seven UMO faculty members, five
three non-raculty rrotessiorsa;s,
one elessiMed employee. Tire chart-man •.t the
committee w#11 be a faculty merntrer vAllect,c} bs
Chancellor McNeil. Ali positions or: the
committee will be filled by January 20.
On the has of interviews and applicaltiols,
otte persor will be offered the job by McNeil,
who must approve the selection.
- 
John M. Blake, Vice President for Finance
arid Administration, is expected today to
announce resignation. effoctive June 30,
1973.
Plans to convert
chapei dropped
by Michael Gross
After two weeks of controversy and the 
cooling
effect of Christmas vacation, the decision has
 been
made to leave the Hillel Chapel on the third flo
or of
the Memorial Union as is. Union Director 
David
Rand said that he will look elsewhere for the 
office
space that he feels is needed in the Union build
ing.
"I initiated the action (to convert Hillel to office
space) because I felt that the rooms could be put to
better use. The chapel was not being used that
frequently," said Rand.
After finding no support for Hitters removal from
the Memorial Union Governing Board or the
Committee on Religious Affairs, it was decided to
drop the action taken to change the existing fac
ility.
But Rand expects that at the beginning of next
semester regular services will be held at the chapel,
with clergymen representing different faiths coming
in on a rotating basis.
Services will probably be held each week
day
morning and be of an ecumenical nature, 
but a
specific format has not been decided upon as 
yet.
Commenting on the possibility of this kind
 of
activity taking place, Rand said, "I am very 
glad to
see this type of !tenon beim taken. I did n
ot feel the
chapel was being used that much and with 
this type
of program being set up, those thoughts 
have been
relieved "
•
,
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What's Happening
Concert by Gordon Bcik,
Fri., Jan. 12, 8 p.m., Hauck
Auditorium, sponsored by
MU AR. Tickets go on sale
Wednesday, Jan. 10.
Professor Kenneth Allen,
chairman of the UMO
zoology department, will
speak on "Human and
Animal Aggression" on
Tues., January 9 at 7:30
p.m. in the Bangor Room of
the Memorial Union.
Abenaki Experimental
College sponsors the talk.
The UMO police remind
persons possessing
faculty/administration,
staff, and physical plant
parking decals bearing an
expiration date of
September, 1972, that the
extension period granted for
these decals will expire
January 30, 1973.
Persons needing to
re-register their vehicles
should do so any business
day between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m., for a $1.00 fee.
The UMO Housing Office
expects to have vacancies in
both men's and women's
dorms for the spring
semester. Currently there are
several spaces for women
available in various dorms,
and some graduate and senior
women spaces in North
Estabrooke. Any Orono
student interested in
obtaining a room next
semester may pick up a room
application and contract at
the Housing Office,
Estabrooke Hall.
JOHN RONALD REUEL
TOLKIEN. He assisted on the
production of the "Oxford
English Dictionary" and the
translation from the French of
the Jerusalem Bible He tism a
Reader in the English Language
at the University of Leeds bejoi e
becoming a professor at
Pembroke College and Hoiru ell.
MS first published book was
-4 Si Ladle English Vocabulary "
Hr., academic honors denoted
isolated experience within hi.,
subject matter.
Yet. front I R. R. Tolkien sprang
furry-footed fantasy creatures,
graceful elves, savage goblins
Tolkien created gentle green
lands and dark forests bordering
on the 111111.,,,, lent forces that
utoutrierulaire the unreal worid.
4111tough he dish ked fairy tales
in hos own youth, he wrote "The
Hobba" for his children.
.41though each fantasy' felt enture
SAW det Lied for the child's mind,
olkien u nou adulated by the
worlis young adults, He hat
become one of the most signs
want Writers For The 70',.
WRITERS FOR THE 70'S:
J. R. R. TOLKIEN illuminates
the paradoxes Tolkum's moral
seriousness and his power of
imagination, his deep idealism
and it“ otapru- wr...••• ni hietnrs
WRITERS FOR THE 70'S:
I. R. R. TOLkIEN
by
RoBEE'Y EVANS.
cunt/able may in paperback from
WARNER PAPERBACK UBFtAR Y
1/ .9)
3/5 Park 4 tenor South
roes, Nett tüeir 1110
ia.inealaeFfnelleeteFt
Nverotesaa. ov.,••Felligele.T.4""
WINTER HAZARDLAND—Icy slush covered the Union parking lot—empty for a change—over the
ChriOrnas holidays.
(Made:F-0 Photo)
Erwin defends 'overnight' election directive
Former Atty. Gen.
Jami-c Erwin
"People were confused into believing they had
rights they never had"—that is how Maine Attorney
General James S. Erwin accounted for the
registration hassles students and voting registrars
encountered in over 30 Maine polling places election
day.
Speaking to UMO Student Government and news
representatives Dec. 18 at Memorial Union, Erwin
gave the reason for his election-eve directive, which
overruled a more lenient voting-rights opinion by
Deputy Secretary of State Peter M. Damborg: "(The
Nov. 2 Damborg opinion) was illegal under Maine
state law."
Ta Sita Foods
21 Central St.
Bangor
Natural and Organic Foods
Vinal• Grain
Brown Rice
Stone Ground Flour
Mart Tazi
Sunriower Seeds
Dried Fruit
& More
Open Mon ter, Sat 10-S
Fri 'tot 6 Pr, Tel. US-1300
Gix
I() file
Mardi -
of Dimes
1,418 •••••<• CONT..etirt r, • , ,..•
1
Orono's answer to a
"Quiet Atmosphere"
for you and your date
GAMBINO S NEW
!Library Lounge
Gass Horse Supply
Complete Line of:
English & Western
Supplies &
Equipment
Leather Jackets,
& Boots
Main Road, Orono 866 2075
TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptiv,. up to-clate,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,307
Quaid,/ termpapers. Enclose 11.00 to
cover postage and kaailliag.
WE ALSO WFWE
..US TOM MADE PAPERS
Ternipaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
We neeil a •oc-al
_ 
fat r. Tr11.47!:
FURAiiiTiJRE
Complete hom,
furnishings since 1915
827-218e
--_-_-_-_-_-_-__ j44 111 Maus St Old Town
*t+t+t+tttttti-tl
CHALET
WINTER TUNE—UP
"•• ALIGNMENT BALANCE Lx
- A A A 
W19 College Ave. 
ATLAS ANTI-FREEZE .'••.. 866-2538
•••
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
2 Main St. 866 2311 •....
Damborg's directive was interpreted by
resident-students as saying that they could vote in
their college communities, regardless of previous
registration, on all-Maine ballots. It was this point
which caused the confusion, and which Erwin
interpreted as illegal.
The opinion also said that non-residents could
register and vote for president and vice-president.
The non-resident opinion was not changed.
"1 was not aware of Damborg's directive the day it
came out," said Erwin. "But the day before the
election everything blew up. I got calls from 32
(continued on the next page)
WADLEIGH'S STORE
Barrels and Hook-ups
Available
-ICE
CUBES
50. large bag
35, medourir bag
Cold Beer and Wine
Stillwater Ave.
Old Town ?7',504
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and Jewelry repairini,
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
"gifts for all occasions•
complete line of fraternity
and sorority charms
38 Main Street, Oronn
'e 866 4 032
W.C. WEATHERBEE & SONS
Interested in Decoupage?
Basic and Advanced classes begin Jan. 10
Basic classes 5-2 hr. sessions $32.00
Advanced classes 5-2 hr. sessions $30.00
interested? call 945-6551
before it's too late
189 Harlow St., Bangor
Picture & Gift Shop
"LPcs The nicest calls in towna. , ar 4 4_i • . tkp * • to•titaii, 0 f *All • 
_ A
Downtown17 Main St.
gifts
cards
posters
incense
candles
calendars
tjrirfSINOS
.b.owttstatrs in the GROG Sidi) P
Friday afternoon 4-6 p.m
CHICKEN WINGS
"We'll have twice as many as last week
15 Mill Street
ERN
(continue.
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community registrars asking for interpretations (of
Damborg's Friday opinion)."
On Nov. 6, the day before the election, Erwin
issued a directive dividing resident-students into two
categories: students who were never registered could
seek registration pending the local registrar's
Judgment, and students who were registered
elsewhere in the state had to vote absentee or return
home to vote.
"We did not disenfranchise anyone," Erwin said.
But Roy Krantz, who was advising students of
voting rights outside the Orono p2Ils election day,
told Erwin that "over 100 students" were kept from
voting after the Nov. 6 directive was issued.
Erwin said he was "regretful that students lost
their rights," but those students who waited until
the Friday before the election to register "weren't
really interested anyway." He said non
-registered
students who lost their rights have no recourse
under state law.
Some students questioned the Orono election
board's right to ask voters if they were students, in
light of Federal District Court Judge Edward T.
Gignoux's "gain nothing, lose nothing by student
status" opinion of last year. Barbara Eggert, of the
Orono board, said that students were questioned
only on election day because the election-day
registration rule applied only to college students.
Erwin said the confusion enabled some students
to vote twice, and others were given a vote when
they legally didn't deserve one.
There are no definite rules governing local voting
rights for college students, Erwin said. Generally,
the decision is based on the "student's commitment
to the community" and the registrar's opinion.
He said, "It is time for the legislature to face
squarely the voting rights problem," and said that a
legislative committee had been set up for this
purpose.
Erwin, who left office Wednesday, said he
will make no formal suggestions to the legislature
regarding new voting-residency laws.
He said his office has supported franchisement of
voters. Indians living on reservations, hospitalized
persons not ruled mentally incompetent, and some
prisoners have been given the right to vote during
his years as attorney general, Erwin said.
FLOWERS I
Tel. 627-5446
SOUTHERN BELLE
FLOWER SHOP
225 STILLWATER AVE
OLD TOWN, ME
Florists,
Larry Dunn, Florist
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Super-U plans medical degree
the Board of Trustees of the University of Maine
voted Dec. 20 to develop a program for awarding a
medical degree within the next 10 years.
The Board agreed to tho recommendation of
University Chancellor Donald R. McNeil, who
termed the decision "one of the most significant to
the university and the people of Maine in the past
five years."
An additional $350,000 will be requested from
the legislature for the coming biennium (1973-75)
to begin implementation.
In full operation with approximately 100
students, minimum cost per year for the program is
estimated at $3 million, according to McNeil.
"Of course, the inflation factor may drive costs up
over time," McNeil said.
Construction of classroom buildings or hospitals
were not included in the plan.
"We believe that existing classrooms and
laboratories around the state, including university,
area hospitals and other locations will be sufficient.
We might someday find that lack of rental space will
force us to reconsider this position, but at present,
the only need that could not be met would be for
faculty offices," McNeil said.
McNeil said there are five groups of "investors"
for the plan including the state, the federal
government, hospitals in Maine, private givers and
tuition-paying students.
"The basic commitment, however, must come
from the state," McNeil said. "If the other sources
do not materialize fully, or are cut off, the state
would have to assume the financial responsibilities."
The Chancellor added: "If Maine is to invest in
this plan, it must be understood as an investment in
a resource for the future of health and education. It
is not an instant solution to today's health
manpower problems.
"In particular, a medical school would benefit
health care by upgrading talents of existing
physicians, attracting additional physicians to the
state and expanding rural health clinics," McNeil
said.
The Board indicated that the university could
withdraw during the 10 years if financial support
does not materialize.
The plan calls for the university to work with
other agencies, including the University of Vermont
FAIRMOUNT FABRICS
YEAH AROUND 10%
DISCOUNT
FAKE FURS
JUST IN
Oredclings our spec 'al,:
9.30 to 4.30
Monday tatu Saturrisr
23 t,srisun ST 5•090(
• Drs. r▪ •Nr••••••
• lIr.•• ni•svit•-
let s face it —
fcicial hair isn't pretty!
. 9frore it by electrolysis
slIely • permanently
• quickly
Shirley Schneider
947-0761
For your SCHOOL...OFFICE owl ENGINEERING S.IPPrsks
Coma to:
'BANGOR MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY•
14 State Street, Bangor. Maine
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and Tufts University if mutual agreements can be
reached.
In addition, the plan calls for continuing
education for Maine physicians and creation of
additional allied health-education programs.
Medical
-education plans have been under study
for two yews by the university. A specific proposal,
based on the use of existing facilities, was
recommended to the Board by Dr. Manu Chatterjee
of Maine's Regional Medical Program one year ago.
A state-wide physician advisory council to the
Chancellor endorsed the idea.
Dr. Oliver Cope, a Harvard University faculty
member and Massachusetts General Hospital
surgeon, continued the feasibility study during the
past seven months with UMO Zoology Prof.
Kenneth Allen, Dr. Philip Lape of Maine's Regional
Medical Program and Stanley L. Freeman, Jr., Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
Interviews set
Representatives from 17 business firms and
agencies will interview UMO seniors next week.
Six are Maine-based firms.
Representatives will be in East Annex from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. these dates:
Mon., Jan. 8: Eastman Kodak, Co., Rochester,
N.Y., also on campus Tuesday and Wednesday; First
National Bank of Boston, Mass.; O'Brien and Gere,
Syracuse, N.Y.
Tues., Jan. 9: Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
Portland, Me.; Burroughs Corp., Portland, Me.
Wed., Jan. 10: S.S. Kresge Co., New York, N.Y.;
New England Merchants National Bank, Boston,
Mass.; Lane Construction Corp, Cumberland
Foreside, Me.; U.S. Gympsum Co., Lisbon Falls, Me.
Thurs., Jan. 11: Depositors Trust Co., Augusta,
Me.; Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Washington,
D.C.; Norden Division of United Aircraft Corp.,
Norwalk, Corin.: Stone and Webster Engineering
Corp., Boston, Mass.
Fri., Jan. 12: Aetna Life Insurance Co., Bangor,
Me.; Continental Can CO., New York, N.Y.;
Electronic Data Systems, Boston, Mass.;
International Silver Co., Meriden, Conn.
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GAMBINO'S
NEW FOOD SPECIALS
Chicken in Basket
%Fried Chicken, French Fries, Cole Slaw
Burgers Delight
Two Hamburgers, French Fries, Cold Drink
Haddock Sandwich
French Fries, Cold Drink
Dagwood
Ham, Bacon, Tomatoes, Cheese, Onions,
Lettuce in Syrian Bread
U.S. Steer T Bone Steak Dinner $2.55
LOWEST SUB PRICES IN TOWN
•
•
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Getting what's deserved
'I think that what Richard Nixon
is doing to the country is criminal,"
a top administrator said this week
in reference to the renewed
bombing of North Vietnam.
"He's tearing the country apart
yet the bombing will serve no
purpose."
One result of the bombing is that
more people in this country
sympathize with the North
Vietnamese. Witness the fact that a
fund-raising drive has been initiated
to rebuild the hospital in Hanoi
that our bombs destroyed.
"We condemned Hitler for what
he did, but Nixon thinks it's all
right for him to do the very same
thing he condemned Hitler for,"
the administrator said.
The New York Times last year
published a column which pointed
out that many Americans are so
tired of the war that they are
actually for the enemy. The
renewed bombing can only serve to
intensify that sentiment.
The recent actions have irked
citizens across the country and for
the first time in more than a year
many persons have taken an
interest in the affairs of this
country. As President Libby says,
they have become "active."
Walking on campus, one can hear
many students discussing the war
and asking whether Nixon has lost
his mind.
It is gratifying to see a lessening
degree of apathy here and
nationally. Yet in the past four
years we have learned that
complaints, activism and
demonstrations have no effect on
the current administration. We have
learned that the only place to seek
change is the polls on election day.
Many now say that they regret
having voted for Nixon Nov. 7.
As the administrator quoted
above said, "Those who voted for
Richard Nixon are getting what
they deserve."
Evaluate after 5 years
The end of 1972 saw resignations
of two UMO administrators, and
perhaps more are to follow.
President Winthrop C. Libby and
Arts and Sciences Dean John J.
Nolde both said a major reason for
their resignations was that they
don't want to be in positions of
authority too long, expressing the
need for new leadership for
changing times.
Both men are to be commended
for this attitude.
In calling for the need of "new
blood," Libby said that "key
administrators should be appointed
for five-year terms" rather than
indeterminately. "After five years,"
said Libby, "they should be
evaluated by those supervising them
and those they are serving." Libby
also said that students should serve
on the committee to select new
administrators.
Students should indeed have a
voice in who is to be selected to run
the university, with special
consideration given to those who
are aware of students' current
attitudes and needs.
And the Campus supports Libby's
suggestion that University of Maine
administrators whould be evaluated
every five years in office.
It is better, as Libby implied, to
question a man's resigning too soon
than to have to live with leaders
who have been in positions of
authority too long.
Both men are competent leaders,
and this is shown by their decisions
to keep the university in a dynamic
state while maintaining its image
within the state.
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PIRG expects help
To the editor:
With reference to your
December 14 editorial "PIRG
Can Go It Alone", I would
like to clear up several
misunderstandings. First,
your editorial assumes that
we, the PIRG organizers, are
anticipating an unfavorable
response from the University
Trustees. This is not the case.
Second, if by chance the
trustees do not accept the
PIRG proposal, as we have
outlined it, we have no
intention of simply withering
away. All of the PIRG
organizers across the state are
in agreement that PIRG
should and must exist and we
have taken steps to insure
this. The tremendous support
for Maine-PIRG which has
been indicated by students,
public figures, and
community agencies will not
be ignored.
Third, the editorial
expresses fear that
Maine-PIRG, if set up as
requested, would not have to
prove itself to its
constituents. The Maine
Mother pie and
Campus should keep in mind
that the funding system we
recommend has a built-in
check to prevent this. The
guaranteed refund provision
of the funding requires PIRG
to continually remain
responsive and accountable to
the students. If it does not
revenues can be withheld and
the organization crippled.
Finally, you appear to
believe that an organization
such as Maine-PIRG can
function efficiently on
donations alone. To expand
on a phrtse in your editorial,
volunteers who must spend
60 hours a week digging up
money cannot "spend 60
hours a week digging up facts
on a polluting paper mill up
the river." Organizations
which must solicit for
donations consume valuable
labor which could be used in
researching and in the long
run rarely acquire sufficient
funds. There are several
examples of this in our own
state.
John Melrose
State Coordinator
Maine-PIRG
A_pple hood 
by Don Smithi
Traffic solution
a la keystone
In an exclusive interview with The Maine Campus
during vacation, UMO Police Chief William S. Tynan
Jr. said his experts in traffic control had come up
with a solution to the traffic congestion and parking
chaos on campus.
"We have wracked our brains for a year and a
half," he said. "Finally our traffic team has come up
with a workable solution. The problem as we see it
now is that there are too many cars on campus, and
not enough tickets per car."
Tynan said that because the university is being so
tight with its money this year, the Police
Department cannot order more tickets. "It's a
shame that we have been tied down because of the
lack of tickets, we've had to forget about ticketing
pedestrians and concentrate on cars and vagrant
dogs," he said. "Even if we could get more tickets
than we are at present, they're booked solid up to
November of 1979."
"The solution is a simple, workable one," Tynan
said. "UMO could become a model campus for the
U.S. We intend to reaio.e all ot Lite cars from the
campus parking lots and streets."
When asked how this could be accomplished,
Tynan replied, "We intend to start a massive
rerouting of traffic by using one-way signs. All roads
will be one way - off campus."
He said the 500 signs and signposts necessary
would not cost the taxpayers one penny. "We
intend to tack this onto the tuition rates this fall,"
he said. "Everyone else is doing it, and besides, the
students are the ones who started this whole mess."
According to Tynan this form of traffic control
will increase the amount of land available for new
buildings. "The Building Committee has decided
they will take bids for a new indoor hockey rink to
be built in the Memorial Gymnasium parking lot,"
he said.
Tynan said that only cars which ventured on
campus would be ticketed, greatly reducing the time
officers would spend on ticketing procedures. "Now
we can concentrate our efforts on more important
matters, like those damn vagrant dogs and the
10-foot phantom chicken."
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Libby rebuffs Lib-in fun(ds)
A resolution urging a complete investigation of budgeting for women's athletic teams was
unanimously passed by the Student Senate Dec. 14. A copy of the resolution was sent to
President Libby.
Whereas extracurricular women's athletic teams
are in serious need of funding, and
Whereas these funds must be budgeted through
requests from the Women's Division to the
Department of Physical Education and Athletics,
and
Whereas according to Harold Westerman, director
of Physical Education, funding is not available for
new programs at this time, and
Whereas men's athletic programs which were
previously established and a tradition at UMO are
firmly supported financially, and
Whereas Mr. Westerman claims that he hopes "as
groups become capable of competing at the
intercollegiate level and sufficient interest shown,
the University will be able to sponsor and fully
support them," and
Whereas women's athletics (field hockey, skiing,
basketball, etc.) have supported themselves by
personal contribution and minimal departmental
assistance and have competed intercollegiately and
Whereas failure to support women's programs on
an equal basis with men's constitutes possible
discriminatory practices,
Be it resolved that the GSS urge a complete
investigation of budgeting procedures in physical
education with specific concern to discriminatory
Gass Office
Product Center
190 Hark", St , Bangor
MAINE'S MOST COMPLETE
OFFICE PRODUCTS
DEALER
Liam"'
funding by the Physical Education Department and
the Office of Finance and Administration.
Be it further resolved that the GSS urge President
Libby and the Equal Employment Opportunity
Director to take all necessary action to alleviate this
dilemma and assure methods of funding to women's
activities on an emergency basis and see that a
specific long range plan be established to insure that
women's programs will be financially equal to men's
as funds become available,
On behalf of the Student Government, I urge you
to take immediate action on this serious matter.
Thank you for your cooperation.
The Maims Campus
Jan. 5. 1973 5
installation slated
A new U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
research installation is scheduled to be completed
here Jan. 29.
The one-story brick veneer building will be used
for soil- and water-management research in the
Northeast. It is being constructed with federal funds
on land leased by the university to the federal
government for 25 years.
Cost of the laboratory is estimated at $400.000. It
will be located between Nutting Hall and the
current USDA building. A greenhouse is scheduled
to be constructed in front of the new structure,
according to Heald.
Agricultural Research-service personnel will use
the building to work on soil- and water-conservation
problems.
The building will contain nine offices, six
laboratories and a shop for modification and
re-designing of instruments.
President Libby replied Dec. 26 with this letter to Senate President Trish Riley:
Whereas Student Government has deemed it
appropriate to identify the area of women's athletic
teams as in serious need of funding, and
Whereas all newer or emerging programs at the
University of Maine at Orono are similarly in need
of funding, and
Whereas I have been informed by the faculty
concerned that adequate funding is already available
for all institutionalized women' athletic teams
I therefore request, with all sincerity and
appropriate humility, that Student Government
provide me with specific information as to which of
RT*U*i,JY 5.
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Be a LaSalette Missiom y,
The LaSalettes are a religious Lornrounity of men
committed to living God's word through service to
HIS PEOPLE.
We search for ever more creative ways to serve the
People of God. To bring the Peace and Joy of Christ to His
People. To extend the hand of friendship and love
to all His People.
We search to find ever newer ways to promote our
community life. To strengthen the bonds to pull us together
To forge that unity which is our difference and our strength
We search, finally, for God, through prayer, through
liturgy, through our work and our being we seek Him wr
gives ultimate meaning to our lives.
If you are thinking of serving those in need in a spec,
way, of being part of a vital community, of reaching out
your God, Men pernaps, you
are called to join our People
Corps, to be a LASALETTE
MISSIONARY .
For information write or
call. Information Director,
11 Massachusetts Avenue,
Worcester, Mass. 01609
(617) 754-7259
I Information DirectorLaSalette Center for
I Church Missions and Vocations
111 Massachusetts Avenue
I Worcester, Mass 01609
Yes. I would hke to learn more
l
about trying the LaSalette Ste.
!Please get in touch with me.
+tame 
Address 
''FY 
Stele Zip
Sona Number 
PAIL
our women's athletic teams are inadequately
supported. lam also interested in knowing how
many individuals are involved in the teams so
identified.
It is incumbent upon me to point out also that the
funding of men's intercollegiate programs is
regarded by staff and involved male students as at
an inadequate level.
It is easier to identify areas needing dollars than to
provide the dollars. How about student activity fees
paying for club sports?
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1972 was milestone for NO woneo- -but Libby resig
Special from PICS
Women made news at the University of Maine at
Orono in 1972, the 100th anniversary of their
admission as students at the state university, but in
the final days of this year a man provided the
biggest campus news story of the year.
UM0,13 President Winthrop C. Libby announced
Dec. 20 that he would retire in June after 38 yea -s
at the Orono campus as teacher, department head,
dean, vice-president, and chief administrative
officer.
Libby's five years as president were among tht
most turbulent in the university's history, as higher
education throughout the country experienced
student unrest, the upswing of the equal
employment movement, and the movement toward
change in education.
The Maine native and I'MO hf,van
President Libby ..... ...steppmg down
career in the College of Agriculture, which he
headed at the time it became the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture.
"You've come a long way, baby" was the headline
one Maine daily newspaper used on a feature story
recalling the admission in 1872 of UMO's first coed,
Louise Hammond Ramsdell. And some of the events
of the year 1972 seemed to indicate the accuracy of
that statement.
Patricia Riley, of Danvers, Mass., was elected the
first woman president of the university's Student
Senate. In the spring two women, valedictorian
Carolyn E. Reed of Farmington and salutatorian
Kathleen Joy, of Needham, Mass., earned the
highest accumulative point averages in the
graduating class.
The appointment of a woman, Dr. JoAnne M.
Fritsche as director of Equal Employment
Opportunity at Orono was announced at the end of
the year. Fritsche will be responsible for assuring
the UMO Affirmative Action Program's
implementation to provide equal employment
opportunity and an atmosphere of
*Y-ct woman GSS prexy
nondiscrimination with respect to women and
minority people.
The head of UMO's women's physical education
department, Dr. Mary Ann Haas, was named
assistant vice chancellor for academic affairs by the
board of trustees at its Dec. 20 meeting. Earlier in
the year Dr. Paulette French of the university's
foreign languages department was named assistant
to the vice president for academic affairs at the
Orono campus.
Other gib stories of the year were the voting rights
issue of students, a $400,000 fire which destroyed
the university's hay and dairy barns, and the passage
of the UM bond referendum, which gave the Orono
campus a new mathematics-English-business
administration building.
The spectacular blaze which destroyed two of the
university barns also brought about final
preparations for the removal of the farm complex to
the northeast corner of university land.
Several academic departments were honored
during the year, including history department which
was awarded the highest honor of the American
Association for State and Local History for its
contribution to Maine historical research. The award
of merit was the first ever presented by the group to
a history department.
UMO folklore specialist, Dr. Edward Ives, and the
University Press received certificates of
commendation from the association for Prof. Ives'
book, "Lawrence Doyle: The Farmer-Poet of Prince
Edward Island."
The Maine Masque Theatre of the speech
department had one of its plays, "The Rivals,"
directed by Dr. lames Bost, selected as one of the
three plays to represent the New England region in
the final selections for the American College
Theatre Festival. Ten schools are selected from 13
regions to appear in April in the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D. C
Don't believe false rumors!
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Students named an English teacher, Dr.
Constance Carlson, the 10th Distinguished Faculty
Award winner, an honor which also carries a $1,500
award. Dr. Carlson was shortly after named to the
new post of dean of instruction at the Bangor
campus.
Among other faculty honors during the year were
a distinguished service award to Registrar George
Crosby at the January commencement, the first
ceremony in which graduates elected not to wear
caps and gowns; a NATO senior fellowship in
science from the National Science Foundation to
Dr. Bernard Saper of the psychology department
was named superintendent of the Bangor State
Hospital; and Dr. Peter Csavinszky of the physics
department was elected a Fellow of the American
Physical Society.
Another long-time faculty member, Dr. John J.
Nolde, announced that he would step down July 1
as dean of the univeristy's largest division, the
College of Arts & Sciences. Dean Nolde indicated
that he would probably return to the department of
history and teaching. Nolde, who has been dean
since 1966, is a specialist in Chinese history.
An artist who has closely related to Maine through
his years of painting the Maine woods and its
woodsmen was in the news when he left his papers
to the Fogler Library archives. Carl Sprinchorn, who
died in Sept., 1971, spent many years in the Patten
area of Maine and, in addition to his papers, left the
paintings and drawings in his studio at the time of
his death in the custody of the university, naming
Art Prof. Vincent Hartgen the curator.
An October memorial exhibit showed many of
these heretofore unexhibited paintings.
The university's August commencement, life its
mid-winter graduation, strayed from the usual and
the customary graduation speaker was, instead, a
musical duo. Joseph Fuchs, violinist, who received
an honorary degree, and pianist Artur Balsam joined
forces to present a musical statement.
In the College of Education the education
foundation courses, which have been a requirement
for graduation for prospective teachers, were
drastically changed. About 100 five-week courses,
called modules, were substituted for the
semester-long foundation courses and students were
allowed to choose nine to fulfill their requirements
in this area.
UMO's public service division concentrated its
energies on the livelihood of Maine citizens with
some 200 research projects aimed at solving
problems which will result in new industries, cleaner
water, air and soil, more nutritional food, more
economical ways of municipal administration and a
host of other benefits.
Dr. Bruce R. Poulton, who administers this sector
of the university as vice president for research and
public service, oversees such public service oriented
groups as the Technical Services Division.
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Cooperative Extension Service, Life Sciences and
Agriculture, Experiment Station, Technology
Experiment Station, the Darling Center,
Environmental Studies Center, Land and Water
Resources Center, Bureau of Administration,
Department of Industrial Cooperation, Bureau of
Labor Education, Civil Defense Education, Title I,
Office of Grant Support, UM New England Center
tat Durham, N.H.), and the Quaternary Institute.
A few of the several hundred research projects
being conducted by university personnel were the
growing of oysters in Maine waters, which Darling
Center researchers found ideal; study of the aging
process in Central Maine lakes which seemes to be
"changing from clear salmon and trout water to
turbid, greener water with bass, perch, pickerel and
other warm water fish; and a radio
-activity study in
the Wiscasset area before and after operation of the
Maine Yankee Power station.
One UMO microbiologist, Dr. Melvin Gershman,
received national publicity when a story about his
research on the methods of controlling salmonella
food poisoning also described his theories on germ
typing. Gershman, who says he always wanted to be
a detective, is on the path of developing a system to
track down criminals from the germs they spread on
the environment around their crime.
Guest speakers on campus during the year
included such well-known and diverse people as
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew; comedian Pat
Paulson; William Buckley, conservative editor and
lecturer; Roger Hilsman, former assistant secretary
of state in the Kennedy Administration;
The Maine Campus 7
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Buckminster Fuller, architect and lecturer, Wilma
Scott Heide, president of the National Organization
for Women; and Marcel CadicLI.. Canadian
Ambassador to the United States.
In UMO athletics the year 1972 began and ended
with successful basketball teams. Earlier in the year
the Black Bears wound up the 1971-72 campaign
with a 15-10 mark and coach Tom "Skip"
Chappelle was named Maine College Basketball
Distinguished Lecture Series presents Vice President Spiro Agnew
5-1 and again the surprise of New England.
The year marked the first recognized
intercollegiate competition of the UMO swim team,
using the intitution's new pool, and at year's end
the team had managed to split its first six decisions,
3-3.
During the year two new coaches were hired.
They included Tim Wilson of Dexter as freshman
football coach and Carl Merrill of Brunswick as
assistant varsity football coach and freshman
basketball coach.
The Black Bear Hall of Fame, an organization set
up by the Graduate M. Club to bring in funds to
assist athletes with financial need, got off to an
encouraging start with donations totalling $10,000
to $15,000. The money will be used to augment
financial aid from the student aid office so that
good athletes will get a chance at a UMO education.
Other successful varsity teams in 1972 were
baseball, 20-7; golf, 13-3; and track, 5-1.
The Super-U's youngest campus at Bangor began
the year with the appointment of a director for its
mental health technology program, and ended the
year with the announcement that plans for a new
dental program were well underway with the first
class scheduled to enter in the fall of 1973.
Dr. Arthur Benton was named the first director of
mental health technology, a program which proved
popular with area residents who filled the first class
before any formal publicity was released on its
availability.
UMB also developed during the year special
counseling services and developmental studies
programs to assist returning veterans who want to
attend school.
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COMPONENTS
*McINTOSH
•KLH
*ADVENT
*BOSE
•DUAL
•SANSUI
*8 & 0
•GARRARD
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*TANDBERG
•TDK )tape)
*SONY
• MARANTZ
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•SCOTT
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*THORENS
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i Am England
t!USIC Co.
Maine's Leading Stereo Center
109 Center Street, Portland 772-2869
145W A Main Street, Waterville 872-5754
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Farmer Kerns Skinless 
4rIBacon
Fresh Maine whole
Chicken Fresh Maine Chicken
breasts complete portion 47V111) legs
Farmer Kerns slicedBologna 69C12-oz cello pack
214 lb average
Swift's Sweet Rasher
breakfast sliced
291/11)
69Vlb
Fresh Maine
complete portion
Turbot fillets
4CA
Fresh frozen
sno-wh ite 780/1b
Vegetable Shortening
Crisco 3-lb can 88;
Brookville yellow cling
Peaches 30-oz can 3caf,s87c
Soft VVeve
Toilet
tissue
two pack 4/$1 Clorox
bleach
Gallon 49$
Rite Form
Ice
milk
1/2-gallon
assorted flavors 590
Sampson s I lb loaf
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IH C
5/99! Fruit
i_crinks 
Tomatoes Red ripe cello pa 29t 1 Oranges
46-oz can all flavors
cweet juicy Florida dozer 5c4c ! ti
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Hungry Jack Instant Potato
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Liolden ripe firm
3/89;
U.S. No. 1 Maine 10 lbs 88C
12;10)
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Chipos Potato Chip Snacks
5-oz 3 for $.59
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Ingmar Bergman: a poetic genius of film and theatre
First of three parts
by Bill Gordon
A film for me begins with
me thing very vague — a chance
mark or a bit of conversation, a
azy but agreeable event
n re la ted to any particular
ituation. It can be a few bars of
music, a shaft of light across the
t reet....These are split-second
impressions that disappear as
quickly as they come, yet leave
behind a mood like pleasant
dreams. This primitive nucleus
strives to achieve a definite form,
m,,i.in,g in a way that may be
and half asleep at first. Its
stirring is accompanied by
vibrations and rhythms, which
are very special and unique to
each film. The picture sequences
then assume a pattern in
accordance with these rhythms,
obeying laws born out of and
conditioned by my original
stimulus. --Ingmar Bergman
For a filmmaker to have his origins
In the theatre is no novelty, but the
theatre career of Ingmar Bergman that
occurred before his film career and
during it was almost as productive as
his film career and during it was
almost: as productive as his film
enci vors. Making his debut in the
theatre as director of the Master
Olofsgarden, he then landed the
stlmetoriel dutiee for the Stockholm
University theatre group. In 1952,
Bergman began a six-year term
directing for the Malmo City Theater,
where he met the actors Harriet
Andersson, Bibi Andersson, Ingrid
Thulin, and Max von Sydow, who later
became permanent members of
Bergman's film company.
Ingmar Bergman has written several
theatre plays, many of which formed
the basis for his films. Death of Punch,
his first play to be produced, was
followed by Rachel and the Cinema
Doorman (later to become the first
story in the film Secrets of Women),
Morality Plays, and then Wood
Painting (the source for The Seventh
Seal).
Paid advertising
LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U S Women Ski Tram Diet
Dunng the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the -Ski Team" diet
to lose ,0 pounds in two weeks.
That's nght 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis, of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S Ski Team Normal energy is
maintained (very important') while
reducing. You keep -full" no
starvation because the din i is de-
signed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is. honestly, a fantastically
successful diet If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-
mitted to use it! Right" So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way Even it you've tned all
the other diets, you owe it to your-
self to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today Tear this out as a
reminder
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is OK - tri Infor-
mation Sources Co., P.O. Box 982,
Dept. ST, Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
2) pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski 'reign Met will do!
Bergman's first produced screenplay
was Torment, directed by Alf Sjoberg
and released in 1944, which began a
series of early films by Bergman that
form an adolescent point of view —
the adult world seen by youth as being
cruel, hypocritical, and indifferent.
Taking place in a Stockholm boy's
school, Torment "depicts a young
man's maturing process in a world of
patriarchal authority," creating the
worlds where the school is tyranny,
the family is a prison, and the fallen
woman is an initiation into adulthood
for the young man.
The first film directed by Bergman,
Crisis, appeared in 1946, followed by
A Ship to India the next year. Told
mainly in one long flashback, A Ship
to India contains a rather
melodramatic plot dealing with four
people "each of whom has a dream.
These four dreams cross each other
and, in part, destroy each other."
Port of Call in 1948 concerned a
sailor who fell in love with a girl after
witnessing her suicide attempt due
(learned from flashbacks) to a split
home. A gloomy, desperate film, Port
of Call marks the first time Bergman
began to break away from his static
theatrical approach to the film
medium.
During the same year, the first film
directed by Bergman from his own
script appeared. A teacher tells a
former pupil of his idea for a film,
therafter The Devil's Wanton contains
some very impressive dream sequences,
which "foreshadow the inward,
self-probing movement of Bergman's
later films." It also marked the
Bergman's preoccupation with youth.
Author Marianne Hook wrote that
Bergman's Three Strange Loves gave
him new impulses in his conception of
women; he became aware of the
loneliness of women, of a female hell.
An entire series of films by Bergman
hold a point of view that is feminine:
Three Strange Loves (1949), Summer
Interlude (1951), Divorced (1951),
Secrets of Women (1952), Monika
(1952), Dreams (1955), and Brink of
Life (1958). Of this series, only two
are part of the' festival now on campus,
but Monika is one of Bergmar's lesser
efforts, so Summer Interlude becomes
the only really outstanding film of this
0-
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SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGH'! (1955)—Gunnar Bjornstrana, as the lustful
lawyer Fredrik, visits his old mistress Desiree (Eva Dahlbeck). Bergman's only
classical comedy.
selection. The other films have the
same themes, and usually involve a
group of women who are forced
together (such as a hospital in Brink of
Life) and begin discussing the loves
that have affected them.
This series did put an end to what
had been until that time a very limited
vision of the woman's world in
Swedish films (either a vamp of a
folksy country girl). For Bergman, the
vamp is not the embodiment of sin but
rather a social victim. The country-girl
stereotype became the innocent girl of
summer -- first as the young Mari in
Summer Interlude, and later as Sara in
Wild Strawberries, Mia in The Seventh
Seal, and Karin in The Virgin Spring.
Bergman is essesntially a serious
flimmaker, and has produced only
four "comedies" to date — films that
are predominantly light and Lumorous
and style but, like all Bergman,
contain much more than their surface
value.
Lesson in Love (1954) reflects the
basic theme from Secrets of Women --
a woman's having to accept a man's
inadequacies as lover and husband.
Bergman says that in a sophisticated
erotic relationship there is always an
element of gambling. In A Lesson in
Love, two men traveling on a train bet
over who will win the charms of the
woman in the next compartment.
Unaware, the woman is the wife of
Heard the latest?
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one of the men, which they soon learn
to their dismay.
A Lesson in Love was Bergman's
first economic success at home, and
his second comedy Smiles of a
Summer Night led to his international
success.
Part two of this series will discuss
the Bergman masterpieces that have
earned hin his reputation as a film
genius.
Theatre
Try-outs for the two upcoming
Maine Masque productions will be
held next week for those interested
in being cast in an Irish tragedy or a
con temporary musical .
This sunday and Monday,
auditions will be for Sean O'Casey's
tragedy of Irish revolution during
1916-21, The Plough and the Stars,
to be directed by Arnold Colbath.
Current relevance will be implied,
but not stressed.
Next Tuesday and Wednesday,
The Fantastiks will be cast. J.
Norman Wilkinson will direct this
off-Broadway success that has been
running for over a decade, and take
it on a road tour all over Maine.
Both try-outs will be held in the
evening at 7:30 in the Green Room
that is located under the Hauck
stage.
2001: A LVISPACE ODYSSEY 
1 Motu! Don't Miss Iti '')EYES. AT 800
 II End of
SKI SNOW MT.
Students, staff, and faculty
ski 2 for the price of 1
every Wednesday
All day (12 AM
-10 PM)
$4.50
Half day (12 PM-4:30 PM, or 6:10 PM)
$2.50
the day refreshments compliments of Snow Mt.
Take Route 'IA to Winterport,
then just follow the signs to Mount Snow.
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Initiation rites are themes of two films
Deliverance
The film version of James Dickey's
Deliverance, which has finally arrived
in Maine as part of the annual holiday
movie extravaganza, is an entertaining,
suspenseful adventure. The word
"adventure" is used purposely,
because the reviews credited the novel
with a lot more intellectual qualities
that the film only rarely possesses.
The film becomes schizophrenic in
character with its changing from pure
adventure yarn to a higher form of
essay on man's entrance into maturity
by contact with the brutal forces in
nature favored by author Dickey.
The seven levels of hell were
reportedly raised during the shooting
of the film during the summer of '71,
when James Dickey, who also wrote
the screenplay from his own novel
land makes a disasterous acting debut
as the sheriff), disrupted production
numerous times to battle over script
changes with director-producer John
Boorman. Concessions were made
from both sides and the result is an
ever-changing theme that prevents the
film from going in either the direction
of an adventure or philosophical
viewpoint.
Four men are traveling to a river in
the Apalacian mountains to journey
down its treacherous rapids before the
power company ruins it and the
poverty-stricken towns surrounding
with the construction of a monstrous
power dam. Leaving their two cars
behind them, they begin their fateful
and death-ridden journey on two
canoes-
Lewis (Burt Reynolds) commands
the expedition, which includes the
confused Ed (Jon Voight), the
intellectual Drew (Ronney Cox), and
the overweight and complaining
Robb- ;Ned Beaty). Theirs is a
journey that results in three deaths,
and three lives that are very much
changed.
When Bobby and Ed stop on shore
for a rest and wait for the others, two
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hillbillies with a gun venture onto
them, whereupon one of the
roughnecks rapes Bobby. Just as the
other is unzipping his fly so Ed can
"pray" for him, Lewis shoots an arrow
clear through him as the other escapes.
Deciding over whether to report the
event to the police — thereby risking
public disgrace and possible jail
sentences — they bury the corpse near
the river and proceed.
by Bill Gordon
Drew, however, breaks down and
causes the two canoes to collapse —
causing his own death and a severely
broken leg for Lewis. Then Ed and
Bobby begin an ordeal for survival that
is often spellbinding.
The film's ending leaves an unusual
number of questions unanswered, but
up until then the suspense and
adventure will keep an',' audience
fascinated.
The film's most memorable moment
for me was the line that Bobby asks at
the start of their journey: "Lewis, is
this the way you get your rocks off?
A rather unimportant question, that
speaks volumes for the reasons these
four men took their tragic adventure
with death, which Bobby and Ed
swear at the end is something they will
never do again.
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The Getaway
Ever sins &- the success of Straw Dogs
last year, Sam Peckinpah has
continued to explore his theme of man
vs. the elements of nature (inducing
other men) to bring an initiation into
manhood, yet his films have become
instead muddled escapist
entertainment that dwell on
Peckinpah's fascination with violence
that made The Wild Bunch so famous.
Junior Bonner, released last summer,
was a fine film that did poorly at the
box-office because of its rather tired
tale of a rodeo star.
The Getaway, Peckinpah's latest, is a
film for poeple who like adventure
without any wit, humor, or intellect.
Steve McQueen, who was Junior
Bonner, is a released convict — because
his wife, Ali McGraw, trades her sexual
favors for bail money. To complete
the deal, McQueen must rob a bank
for a corrupt underworld figure (Ben
Johnson). The plan backfires when Al
Letteri (Tatallia in The Godfather)
attempts to murder McQueen and wife
and bring all the money to boss
Johnson. The two escape, after a long
and tiresome series of near-escapes,
and ride off happily into the wilds of
Mexico. Tired plotting that is
predictable all the way.
The bank robbery sequence is dull,
and never approaches the excitement
made by the rather good but ignored
French film The Sicilian Clan, but
there are too fine sequences — one
aboard a train when McQueen retrieves
the bag of money that a con artist
stele, and a harrowing trip in a garbage
truck in which McQueen and wife risk
being squashed to death.
Except for her work in Goodbye,
Columbus. All McGraw continues to
prove that she couldn't act her way
even out of a bed scene. Steve
McQueen seems distant and
uninvolved, not really caring whether
Peckinpah can make anything out of
this dreary mess.
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trash,
garbage,
and Bergman
The apparantly unending deluge
of film garbage on the UMO
campus continues this month with
an all-time record low. This Friday
you'll get a chance to see One More
Train to Bob, a made for TV film
that played the theatres for a short
period without any success,
whereupon it landed on the NBC
network soon after and played
twice during 1971-72 season.
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls,
Saturday night, marked the
surfacing of underground
porno-flick maker Russ Meyer. This
X-rated trash was so bad that even
Dolls' author Jacqueline Suzanne
publicly discredited the film, so
judge the film thus by its
damnation by one of America's
foremost amuck authors.
The Clint Eastwood boredom
jamboree ends next week with
Kelly's Heros, an inept attempt at
war comedy. War satire is welcome,
but anyone who can take war as a
farce has a few morality problems.
Serious filmgoers must, as usual
at this campus, depend on Bergman
again with his 1969 film Shame.
Off
-campus films worth seeing are
Deliverance (review in this issue)
and Frank Perry's latest, Play It As
It Lays, with Tuesday Weld and
Anthony Perkins. Approach all
others at your own financial and
intellectual risk.
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'Perfect end' eludes both urban scribe and trapper
The Tenants
Bernard Malamud
Pocket Books, $1 50
by Susan Greenhalgh
For Malamud's Harry Lesser, writing
is a need and a must. The last holdout
in a New York tenement due to be
demolished, Harry remains stubbornly
in his top-floor apartment until his
book is finished.
The rest of the building is
rat-infested, urine-spattered and
uninhabited. Then one day a black
writer named Willie moves his ancient
typewriter into the abandoned
apartment next door and starts
pecking a hole in Lesser's
concentration.
The heart of The Tenants is the
relation between the two writers, one
a white Jew with two books behind
him and the other an angry black who
writes to arouse black consciousness.
To portray this relationship Malamud
relies on dialogue, using black slang—a
noisome heap of scatalogical
references.
The slang is good because it lends
force to the racial tension underlying
what might have been a fast friendship
between two writers, but Malamud
overdoes it with the four-letter
words...like Love Story's heroine who
calls her lover "Preppie" just too many
times.
Perhaps to amuse, perhaps to arrest
the reader, Malamud has an annoying
habit of inverting a word or a phrase
to give the sentence an unexpected
double entendre.
Thus, he speaks of the garbage of
language becoming the language of
garbage, Lesser writing his book and
his book writing Lesser, whites being
black and blacks being white. This
device is surprisingly effective the first
time it is used, a little less so the
second, but irritating the tenth.
Malamud's writing is forceful,
however, and he is particularly
convincing when dealing with the
problems of the writer. Lesser has
been working on the current novel for
ten years and has only the end to
write. Yet the end—the perfect end
which he must write—eludes him.
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As writing becomes an obsession
Lesser meets more and more resistance
from within himself. Unable to write,
he begins to doubt his talent, and
when he doubts his talent he can't
write.
Lesser had always meant to have a
steady woman and to leave the city,
but even as those opportunities arise
his writing assumes unassailable
importance.
Through Lesser, as we feel the leaps
of the writer's imagination, we sense
the overlap between reality and reverie
that causes a vague ambiguity to
permeate much of the book.
This ambiguity is evident in
Malamud's attitude toward the
character he creates. As a writer we see
Lesser anguished, yet persevering. As a
member of society, he is inept when
handling social situations, unable to
form lasting relationships, and given to
rationalizing his unsociability as a
writer's prerogative. Malamud does not
say whether we are to admire him as a
dedicated writer or scorn him as a
narrow, constricted man.
By refusing to judge the relative
merits of Lesser the writer and Lesser
the man, Malamud elevates his
character to the prototypical artist
whose overdedication is ultimately
limiting. Herein lies Malamud's
strength and the readers' challenge.
Can we, too, rise above facile
valuations and allow Lesser to stand,
unjudged, as The Writer?
Mountain Man
Vardis Fisher
Pocket Books, $1.25
by Karen Eames
"Mountain Man" is an excursion
back to the world of the mountain
man and his life in the wilds of
Montana and Wyoming.
Samson John Minard is Mountain
Man. Born in the East, he comes West
to escape "civilization, jail, and taxes."
Like all mountain men, Sam is unique,
for with human emotions and animal
senses, he traps in the mountainous
wilderness.
He plays Mozart, Haydn, and
Beethoven on his mouth harp, and
sings arias to nature and life. He carries
with him always a deep philosophy of
freedom, love of life and a reverence
of nature.
Sam travels 800 miles on horse with
pack, during which he becomes a part
of the area as if he had been born wild
in its wilderness.
Then you travel with Sam to the
Flathead nation to bargain for a wife:
"The deepest tenderness in the
Mountain Man's life was for the
daughter of an Indian Chief. Some
men took Indian women to use and
discard. The Mountain Man took his
woman to cherish all the days of his
life.
"So when in 1, L..rued from his
traplines and found his wife and
unborn child brutally slain, he swore
his undying vengeance."
You can see her wonderment at the
man who took her for his wife; and
upon her death, the man who becomes
the legend of -The Terror."
Kate was the one other woman in
Sam Minard's life. Sam found Kate
150 miles from the nearest station and
there she stayed the rest of her life.
As the Mormons lead the way of
civilization into the area maybe even
you will feel as Sam does and think
that maybe it's time to head up north.
Vardis Fisher has written an
excellent book and in a very intriguing
way. "Mountain Man" is beautifully
written, and has an outstanding plot
combining men, legend, romance and
wilderness, recreating the West in a
special and powerful way.
Alone as Bryant really is
Ray Bryant
Alone at Montreux
(Atlantic SD 1626)
As often as not, a performer's actual
credentials are hidden by the other
members of the band, or minced up by
Records
by John T. Collins
a studio crew. Alone at Montreux
provides an unusual chance to hear a
performer as he really is. The album is
Ray Bryant, pianist, recorded live at
the Montreux Jazz Festival without
any backup musicians.
Ray Bryant is one of the few artists
to have a command of the solo
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piano—an art in itself. The listener
becomes dazzled by the amazing
display of technique Bryant puts
His vast musical experience enables
him to interpret music from every jazz
era, with striking renditions of folk
tunes like Until It's Time for You to
Go by Buffy St. Marie, and Ann
Ronell's Willow Weep for Me.
Ray Bryant is at his finest, however,
when playing a boogie. Two excellent
examples are offered on the album:
After Hours by Avery Parrish, and the
traditional Ltebestraum Bougie. After
Hours has been a solo pianist's bane
for decades, but Bryant shows his
mettle and makes it sound easy to
play, and yet incredibly complex.
Liebestraum is turned into a fast,
rollicking piece under the fingers of
Bryant, and is a fun tune to listen to.
Also included are three of Ray's own
classic's: Slow Freight, Cubano Chant,
and Little Susie.
While many musicians would not
dare to record a live, solo
performance, Ray Bryant has
accomplished the feat very well. It is a
fine package of music.
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Cagers to face
URI Saturday
After a pair of squeakers with Farleigh
Dickinson University and the University of Rhode
Island before vacation, the victorious Maine Bears
will be right back into the hot competition in
Rhode Island this Saturday against a team which
figures to be much tougher at home.
Maine will then return home January 10 against
a small but always-rugged St Michael's quintet.
The Bears held what seemed to be a
commanding 17-point bulge at halftime in the
F.D.U. contest. They were employing an
unorthodox but effective one-three-one defense
which F.D.U. could not penetrate.
However, one of F.D.U.'s big guards, red-headed
Rich Scialabba, started finding the range from the
corner in the second half. Before the Bears could
get untracked, they Sa% their lead melted to five.
From then on, it was a nip-and-tuck affair.
F.D.U. 's coach was going through hysterics on the
sideline, nearly strangling himself with his tie
because of some "questionable" officiating on the
floor. In the end, it was Maine by two, but the
Bears had to hold on for their very skins.
Against Rhode Island Dec. 20, the Bears again
quickly took the lead, but not such a commanding
one as they had against F.D.U.
They maintained a five-to-ten point bulge
throughout the first half via some good team
defense and scoring by Jackie Morrison and Steve
Conley, who had a hot half before getting into
foul trouble. But the Bears found themselves cold
once again at the start of the second half arid fell
behind by four.
At this point, guard Tony Harnlin dug Maine out
of the hole. The junior promptly pumped in six
straight points from downtown, pulling Main.
ahead to stay. Hamlin had been having difficulty
early in the year with his shooting and had
practiced that aspect of his game all that week. It
will be a big boost for the Bears if he can continue
shooting up to his potential.
The final score was 76-69 and Maine now stands
5-1 overCi with a 4-1 Yankee Conference mark.
Skip Chappelle's Bears again have New England
basketball fans buzzing early in the year.
Senior Peter. Gavett, to no one's surprise, is
Maine's leading scorer so far with a 24.6
points-per-game average. Bob Warner, the brilliant
freshman, has a 17 1 average, followed by
Morrison at 11.2, Hamlin at 7 R, and Conley at
4.6.
Warner is the club's leading rebounder, hauling
down an average of 11.3 caroms a game, followed
by Gavett with 10.
As a team. Maine is shooting 49 per cent from
the floor and 64 percent from the foul line. the
latter of which could be improved. The are
averaging 73.7 points a game and committing
fouls.
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Captains chosen for 73 grid team
NEW GRID CAPTAINS—John O'Rourke, And Mellow, and
Jack Lamborghini.
illiaturTaiiiptig
Bear Cubs stand
3-1 under Merrill
UMO's freshmen Bear Cubs, under new coach Carl
Merrill, are currently sporting a 3-1 record, with
wins over the Bowdoin frosh, Brunswick Naval air
Station, and UMB.
They lost their only regular season match to a
tough MCI team, and dropped an exhibition contest
to a very talented Maine alumnus.
Leading the Cubs in scoring is south paw Pete
Leighton of Augusta, who is averaging 19.5 points a
game. 5'11" guard Fred ('limo of Rockland, a fine
young defensive player, is second in scoring with
16.2 points a game. Terry Kenniston of Rockland is
also in double figures with 14.7 points a game.
6'6" Bruce Boardman, the string-bean center,
leads the Cubs in rebounds by a large margin.
Probably the most impressive facet of the Maine
frosh has been the team's ability to shoot from
outside, with Leighton, ('limo, and Kenniston often
swishing the nets from 20 to 25 feet. They lack
great board strength, as Boardman is their only real
big man.
Three juniors from Massachusetts have been
elected by their teammates as captains for UM0's
1973 varsity football team.
Defensive end Andrew Mellow of Westfield,
defensive back John O'Rourke of Millis, and
halfback Jack Lamborghini of Hingham received the
honor at a recent lettermen's banquet.
Lamborghini, a versatile back who can catch, pass
as well as run with the ball, carried the ball 43 times
for 128 yards, a three-yard average. He also caught
five passes for 97 yards and one touchdown.
Mellow led the Bears in sacking opposing
quarterbacks with nine in 1972, was credited with
37 unassisted tackles and 19 assists despite missing
two games because of injuries. The Associated Press
named him as an honorable-mention
All-New-England defensive end.
O'Rourke was also selected to the
honorable-mention All-New-England team as well as
the All-ECAC Division Two team. He is a roving
back known as the "gambler," and blocked three
kicks and one extra-point try. He also intercepted
two passes and recovered three fumbles.
Phi Mu, Gannett
top fold shooters
In men's intramural competition, the
foul-shooting contest is the latest event completed.
Phi Mu Delta was the leading fraternity with 215
shots out of a possible 250, while Gannett 3-S led
the dormitories with 198 of 250. Two men tied for
the individual lead, both hitting a sparkling 47 for
50. They are Mike Wisnieski of Kappa Sigma and
Glenn Prescott of Aroostook.
These two will have a final shoot-off for campus
leadership in free throws during halftime at next
Wednesday's Maine-St Michael's game.
The all-points standings for the fraternity division,
including all nine events completed, look like this:
1- Phi Eta-365
2- A.T.0.-280
3- Alpha Gam-272
4- Sigma Chi-264
5- Delta Tau-226
6- Sig Ep-210
7', S.A.E.-193
8- Phi Kap-192
9- T.K.E.-174
10- Kappa Sig-168
11-Theta Chi-164
12- Phi Mu-147
13- D.U.-132
14- Sigma Nu-123
15- Fiji-112
16- Lambda Chi-102
17- Beta-100
18- T.E.P.-13
- Learn to read the signs
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Let the new Schaefer Ski Snirts add some Style
to your schuss. The brightly colored signs on
the front of these shirts are reproductions of
actual ski-trail markers, and on the back
there's a bright red Schaefer medallion. You
can get one of these 100% cotton T-shirts with
red trim by sending $2.50 and this coupon.
And while you're learning to read the signs, be
sure to follow the Schaefer sign to the one beer
to have when you're having more than one.
dckeiatt.
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